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Introduction  
 

Welcome to this month’s issue of the electronic newsletter of the Royal 
United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies NSW, Inc the 
aim of which is to provide members, stakeholders, and other interested 
parties up to date news of our latest activities and events as well as 
selective information on defence issues.   
 
There is no charge to receive this newsletter electronically and 
recipients are not required to be a member of the Institute.  Invite your 
colleagues to receive this newsletter by going to the newsletter page on 
the Institute’s website http://www.rusinsw.org.au/Newsletter  where 
they can register their email contact details. 
 

Latest News  

Australia Day Sydney 2018  

The Royal Australian Navy has been front and 
centre in Sydney’s 2018 Australia Day 
celebrations including HMA Ships Canberra 
and Gascoyne, STS Young Endeavour and two 
MH-60R Seahawk helicopters taking part in 
activities in and around Sydney Cove.  
Canberra provided a fitting platform for the 
Governor of New South Wales, His Excellency 
General, The Honourable David Hurley AC, 
DSC (Ret’d) to lead the Salute to Australia.  In 
keeping with tradition, the flagship of the 
Australian Fleet hosted a game of flight deck 
cricket including His Excellency bowling and 
batting with ship’s company and family 

members.    

ADF Personnel celebrate Christmas on operations 

Around 1,880 Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel serving their nation on operations 
overseas celebrated Christmas in 2017 away from their families and friends this year.  ADF 
personnel are deployed to Iraq, Afghanistan, the broader Middle East Region and South 
Sudan, as well as in our northern waters, as part of Australia's ongoing commitment to 
regional and global stability and security.  Chief of Joint Operations, Vice Admiral (VADM) 
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David Johnston, said the ADF would continue serving on operations over a time more often 
reserved for holidays and festive 
celebrations. 

"Christmas is a time to reflect on the 
sacrifices made by the men and women of 
the ADF, as well as their family and friends 
back home who support them," VADM 
Johnston said.  "I remain incredibly proud of 
the professionalism and contribution made 
by all Defence personnel who supported 
operations throughout the year.   "Thank 
you to those who deployed this year and 
their loved ones at home who support you.   
“To those away this Christmas, take time to celebrate with your ADF colleagues and our 
Coalition partners,” he said. 
 

Joint Media Release - Liberation of Iraq from ISIS 
 
On 10 December 2017 the Prime Minister, the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Minister 
for Defence issued the following Joint Media Release. 
 
The Australian Government congratulates the people of Iraq after Prime Minister Haider Al-
Abadi today announced that all areas of Iraq have been liberated from ISIS control.  We 
congratulate the Iraqi Security Forces for their courage and determination in defeating this 
national, regional and international threat.  The liberation of Iraqi cities and towns from ISIS 
control has saved countless lives and ended a pattern of terror, anguish and murder.  Their 
bravery in the face of unimaginable brutality has made the region and the world a safer 
place by robbing terrorists of their narrative of invincibility. The Government of Iraq is to be 
congratulated on forcing, in recent weeks, such a rapid collapse of ISIS forces.  This liberation 
has also come at a great cost.  We offer our sincere condolences to the Iraqi civilians who 
died in the conflict, and the courageous members of the Iraqi Security Forces who died 
liberating their country from ISIS oppression.  
 
Australia has made a significant contribution to the international counter-ISIS Coalition 
through supporting the Iraqi Security Forces' campaign, providing direct air support, advice 
and assistance to the Iraqi Counter Terrorism Service, and training Iraqi Army and law 
enforcement units. Australia has also committed $180 million in humanitarian assistance to 
Iraq since 2011.  We recognise the contribution our Australian troops have made. We thank 
them for the vital role they played in supporting the Iraqi Security Forces to liberate Iraq. 
 
While today’s announcement by the Iraqi government is an historic moment, Iraq’s 
liberation does not mean the fight against terrorism and ISIS in Iraq is over.  ISIS fighters who 
escaped capture will seek to conduct an insurgency to continue their legacy of death and 
destruction. The biggest challenge is to bring security, peace and unity to all Iraqis through 
inclusive, representative democracy and political equality.  To assist the Iraqi government to 
deliver long-term security, Australia will discuss our continuing contribution to the counter-
ISIS coalition with the Government of Iraq and our international partners. 
Minister for Defence Industry visits Singapore  

The crew of HMAS Warramunga conduct Christmas Eve carols on 

the flight deck during the Ship’s deployment to Operation 

MANITOU. 
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On 19 January 2018, Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon 
Christopher Pyne MP has today met with Singapore’s 
Foreign Minister, Dr Vivian Balakrishnan, addressed 
Australian Defence attaches and representatives posted to 
the region, and visited Singapore defence prime Singapore 
Technology – Kinetics (STK).  The Minister’s meetings were 
an opportunity to promote Australia’s world-class defence 
industry and discuss recent progress in the Defence 
relationship under the Comprehensive Strategic Partnership 
signed in 2015.  “Australia and Singapore are committed to 
the stability and economic prosperity of our region, and 
have worked together for decades to foster these interests,” 
Minister Pyne said. 
“Both countries are further strengthening economic and 
security cooperation under our Comprehensive Strategic 
Partnership.  “Defence industry combines both of these 
interests and I met with Government, business and industry 

leaders to progress our cooperation in this area.  While in Singapore, the Minister also 
addressed the Singapore-based Australian Chamber of Commerce. 

Meeting with Indian Defence Minister 

The Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon Christopher Pyne MP, met with India’s Minister 
for Defence, Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman, in New Delhi, India on 17 January 2018.  Minister 
Pyne was in New Delhi to attend the Raisina Dialogue, India’s flagship foreign and strategic 
policy conference which brings together senior officials from across the world to discuss 
issues of global significance.  Visiting India for the first time as Australia’s Minister for 
Defence Industry, Minister Pyne reflected on progress in the Australia-India bilateral defence 
relationship. 
 
“India is a significant security partner for Australia in the Indian Ocean and the broader Indo-
Pacific region. This is reflected in the progress we have made in our bilateral defence 
relationship since the endorsement of the Framework for Security Cooperation in 2014.  
“Our shared interests include maritime security, regional stability and countering terrorism.  
“Australia recognises India’s increased engagement in the South East Asia region through the 
implementation of the Modi Government’s ‘Act East’ policy.  “India is making a significant 
investment in the capability of its defence forces and seeking to build its industrial base. 
 
“This presents terrific export opportunities for Australian defence companies, such as Thales 
Australia, who are currently bidding to supply mine sweeping equipment to India that was 
developed in Australia, as well as F90 rifles to the Indian Army. If successful, and subject to 
export control requirements, this will lead to the creation of jobs at Thales Rydalmere and 
Lithgow,” Minister Pyne said.   “Likewise, the Australian Government is investing $200 billion 
to modernise Australia’s defence capability while strengthening our defence industry over 
the next decade,” Minister Pyne said.  Minister Pyne noted the importance of the new Joint 
Working Group on Defence Research and Materiel Cooperation in progressing cooperation 
between India and Australia’s respective defence industries.  “Such cooperation represents 
an opportunity for India and Australia to identify opportunities for defence industry, science 
and materiel engagement,” he said. 
 

The Hon Christopher Pyne MP 

https://www.minister.defence.gov.au/minister/christopher-pyne
https://www.minister.defence.gov.au/minister/christopher-pyne
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Minister Pyne also addressed India’s National Defence College while in India. 
 

Air Task Group Welcomed Home  
 
The Australian Government welcomed home the final contingent of Royal Australian Air 
Force (RAAF) strike aircraft marking the end of Australia’s airstrike operations in Iraq and 
Syria.  Prime Minister, the Hon. Malcolm Turnbull MP, Minister for Defence, Senator the 
Hon. Marise Payne, together with Chief of the Defence Force, Air Chief Marshal Mark 
Binskin, and Chief of Air Force, Air Marshal Leo Davies, witnessed the arrival of six F/A-18F 
Super Hornet aircraft at RAAF Base Amberley on 24 January 2018. 
  
The Australian Air Task Group was deployed on 21 September 2014 at short notice and 
commenced their first mission 14 days later. The Hornets have operated continuously for 
more than three years, flying more than 21,700 hours.   “The effort to establish the Air Task 
Group and then to sustain this mission was outstanding and RAAF’s men and women have 

again proven themselves to be a 
professional fighting force,” 
Minister Payne said. 
 “These men and women have 
demonstrated the Australian 
Defence Force’s finest qualities in 
assisting our Coalition partners in 
the fight to defeat Daesh.  “I also 
acknowledge the valuable support 
our Air Force families provided 
while our serving members were 
deployed so far from home,” she 
said. 

  
Since 2014, more than 2015 personnel deployed with, and in support of, the Air Task Group. 
They have ensured operations ran smoothly providing security, logistics, engineering, health 
and combat support to enable safe aircraft operations.  Australia’s E-7A Wedgetail and KC-
30A refuelling aircraft will continue to support counter-Daesh coalition operations. Australia 
will also continue its training mission, which involves around 300 personnel at Task Group 
Taji and around 80 personnel in a Special Operations Task Group. 
  
Australia remains committed to the Coalition and will continue to support Iraq and its 
security forces to defeat Daesh, keep its people safe, and maintain its territorial sovereignty. 
 

Institute News  
 
Australia Day Honours List   Congratulations to Lieutenant Colonel Peter Kennedy Court RFD 
ED (Ret’d) who was awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia in the General Division for 
service to sport and to the community. 
 
New Members   A special welcome is extended to the following new members:   
Mr Ross Torrington  and   Major John Fahey. 
 
Deceased Members   It is with a deep sense of sadness that the passing of the following 
members is recorded:       Michael Robin Dwyer 
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Upcoming Institute Lunchtime Lectures and Events 

 
 
Tuesday 27 February 2018     Speaker:   PROFESSOR JAMES CURRAN BA PhD    Professor, 
Department of History, Sydney University 
 
Subject: AUSTRALIA AND TRUMP'S AMERICA: PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES 
 
This talk will examine the nature of Australia's response to Donald Trump's first year in the 
White House. It asks whether the heavy emphasis on sentimentalism has delivered real 

benefits to Australia, and how Canberra might respond to 
increased pressure from Washington to do more in the region, 
particularly in the light of the announcement that Harry Harris 
will serve as the new US Ambassador to Australia.  The talk will 
also assess the ongoing debate within the Trump 
Administration on the direction of US foreign policy and its 
implications for Australia and the Asia-Pacific. 
 
James Curran specialises in the history of Australian and 
American foreign relations. In 2013 he held the Keith Cameron 
Chair at University College Dublin, and in 2010 was a Fulbright 
scholar at Georgetown University. Prior to joining academia, 
Curran worked in The Department of Prime Minister and 

Cabinet and the Office of National Assessments. A non-resident fellow at the Lowy Institute 
for International Policy, he is also a regular commentator on radio and television, and his 
opinion pieces on foreign affairs and political culture have appeared in major Australian 
newspapers as well as the Lowy Interpreter, China-US Focus, the East Asia Forum and 
the Council on Foreign Relations ‘Asia Unbound’ series. 
 
For more information about the professor, see these links, 
http://sydney.edu.au/arts/history/staff/profiles/james.b.curran.php 
https://www.ussc.edu.au/people/james-curran 
 
 
Tuesday 27 March 2018 Speaker: Deputy Commissioner, Mandy Newton APM Deputy 
Commissioner, Support of the Australian Border Force  
Subject: The Australian Border Force   

This is open to any interested person and will be held at Sydney 
Mechanics’ School of Arts, Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney – start 
time: 1pm.   Attendance fees are: Members $10.00; Non-members 
$15.00. Pre-event registration is unnecessary. Tea/coffee is 
available before the lecture at no cost.   A sandwich lunch is also 
available from 12 noon (cost: $8.00), but it must be ordered 
through the office (9393 2325) by 2 pm on the day before the 
lecture. 

 
 
 
 

Image source: Sydney University  

Image source: Australian Public Service Commission 

http://sydney.edu.au/arts/history/staff/profiles/james.b.curran.php
https://www.ussc.edu.au/people/james-curran
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Tuesday 24 April 2018 Speaker: To be advised  
This is open to any interested person and will be held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, 
Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney – start time: 1pm.   Attendance fees are: Members $10.00; 
Non-members $15.00. Pre-event registration is unnecessary. Tea/coffee is available before 
the lecture at no cost.   A sandwich lunch is also available from 12 noon (cost: $8.00), but it 
must be ordered through the office (9393 2325) by 2 pm on the day before the lecture.  
 

 
 
Friday 16 March 2018   The Institute, with the assistance of the Sydney Harbour Federation 
Trust, will be holding a presentation on the: 
“JAPANESE ATTACKS ON SYDNEY HARBOUR in 1942” by Military Historian LTCOL Peter 
Sweeney, RFD (Retd).        
 
The presentation will be followed by a TUNNEL 
INSPECTION OF HISTORIC ARTILLERY EMPLACEMENTS 
AT GEORGES HEIGHTS”  by Military Historian and 
Sydney Harbour Federation Trust Guide, MAJ Chris 
Ballantine (Retd). 
 
When:  Friday 16 March 2018   Timing:  1115h to 
1400h 
Where:  Headland Park at Georges Heights, off Middle 
Head Road, Mosman 
Transport: Options include driving to and parking in 
Best Avenue, off Middle Head Road OR in Suakin Drive, off Middle Head Road; or catching 
the B244 Bus direct from Carrington Street, near Wynyard and alighting at the Cobbittee 
Street bus stop. Buses leave Carrington Street at 0935h, arriving at 1009h, or 1037h, arriving 
at 1110h.  Other public transport options can be accessed on NSW Government Trip Planner 
on transportnsw.info 
 
Conduct of the Event:  A power point presentation will be given in Trust’s Board Room, 
followed by a short walk to a vantage point over Sydney Harbour where an oral presentation 
will take place. 
This will be followed by a tunnel inspection of the historic artillery emplacements near the 
Gunners’ Barracks. 
 
Where to Meet:  Meet at Frenchy’s Café in Best Avenue off Middle Head Road at 1115h. 
What to Bring:  Walking shoes, hat, water and umbrella should the weather be inclement. 
Cost:  Cost for members will be $10. 
Fitness Levels:  A moderate amount of walking is involved.  Some vehicles will be available to 
assist our less mobile members. 
Booking:  It is essential that you book with the RUSI NSW Office (Phone: 02 93932325) by 
Wednesday 14 March 2018. 
Lunch:  Lunch and coffee can be purchased from Frenchy’s Café. 
Toilets:  Toilets are located on site. 
 

 
 

Image Source Flicker 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/anmm_thecommons
/8721378457 
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Lunchtime Lecture held  
Tuesday 16th January 2018 

Speaker: Dr Michael 
Molkentin, UNSW / 
Shellharbour Anglican 
College Subject: Prophecy, 
Policy & Practice: Air Power 
between the Wars   
Images: John Hutcheson 

Recent 
Past 

Event of 
the 

Institute 
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Upcoming Events by other Organisations  
 
Sunday 18th February 2018 – Exclusive Cruise on the Harbour –The Submarine Attack on 
Sydney Harbour.  The attack on Sydney Harbour, by midget submarines of the Imperial 
Japanese Navy, on the night of 31st May 1942, brought the war to Australia’s doorstep. Peter 
Grose, author of A Very Rude Awakening: The night the Japanese midget subs came to 
Sydney, published by Allen & Unwin, is coming to Australia early in 2018.  Battle Honours 
Australia Pty Ltd has organised an exclusive boat cruise on the harbour with Peter providing 
a commentary on the events of the night of 31st May – 1st June, leaving from Casino Wharf at 
11:00am.   The cruise will include welcome on board tea/coffee, buffet Lunch, afternoon 
tea/coffee, a cash bar, a copy of one of Peter Grose’s books (the rrp for each book is $32.95), 
autographed by the author:A Very Rude Awaking: The night the Japanese midget subs came 
to Sydney Harbour, or An Awkward Truth, The Bombing of Darwin, and a wreath laying 
ceremony off Garden Island.   The cost is $85 per person – for bookings please go to: 
www.battle-honours.com.au 

 
General DefenceNews 

 Battlespace Communications System achieves milestone 

On 19 December 2017, the Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Marise Payne, and 
Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon Christopher Pyne MP, today congratulated Defence 
and Boeing Defence Australia (BDA) for delivery of the Australian Defence Force’s next 
generation of battlespace communications ahead of schedule.  The $650 million project, 
LAND 2072 Phase 2B, will deliver cutting-edge voice, data and video services, allowing for 
secure communication between deployed Australian land forces and headquarters.  Senator 
Payne said achieving Initial Materiel Release (IMR) ahead of schedule represented the level 
of dedication by Defence and BDA in securing next generation communication technology 
for ADF personnel. 
 

“The delivery of this cutting edge 
technology which will transform the way 
our military communicates in the field is 
great news for Defence,’’ Minister Payne 
said.  “Modern and secure 
communications networks are critical to 
the ADF’s warfighting capability and with 
this new range of technology the ADF will 
enjoy the latest in protected wired and 
wireless communication services.”  
Minister Pyne said achieving IMR ahead 
of schedule is great news. 
 
“I congratulate Boeing Defence Australia 
and Defence staff for their exceptional 

work,” Minister Pyne said.  “This project is continuing to modernise Land Network 
communication through the provision of a modern and Integrated Battlespace 
Telecommunications Network (I-BTN).”   

Australian Defence Force personnel are shown a medium satellite 
communication terminal during a VIP day at Damascus Barracks in 
Brisbane that demonstrated new communications equipment to be 
acquired for the Australian Army and Royal Australian Air Force. 

http://www.battle-honours.com.au/
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“BDA has more than 2,000 employees located at 26 sites around Australia, with three 
international sites. It supports some of the largest and most complex defence projects in 
Australia, I am pleased to see this capability reach IMR ahead of schedule.”   The project has 
resulted in more than 200 Australian jobs since the project was established in 2015. 
The I-BTN capability has been delivered to 7th Combat Signal Regiment and 1 Signal 
Regiment, both based at Enoggera Barracks in Brisbane and 1 Combat Communications 
Squadron at RAAF Base Amberley, near Ipswich.  “Defence looks forward to declaring this 
capability operational in 2018, during which time the new communication package will be 
further rolled out to the Army and the Royal Australian Air Force,” Minister Payne said. 

Sale of Australian Classic Hornets to Canada 

 

Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Marise Payne, announced on the 13 December 2017, 
that the Government has agreed to the sale of 18 Royal Australian Air Force F/A-18 A/B 
Classic Hornets to the Government of Canada.   The offer follows an expression of interest 
from the Canadian Government received in September. The sale of the aircraft and 
associated spares remains subject to final negotiations and Country of Origin export 
approvals.    Defence plans to withdraw its fleet of F/A-18A/B Classic Hornets from service by 
2022, which will be progressively replaced by the F-35A Joint Strike Fighter, Australia's new 
fifth-generation air combat capability. 
 
Minister Payne spoke with her Canadian counterpart, Minister for National Defence Harjit 
Sajjan, to welcome the sale.  “Australia greatly values our longstanding and broad bilateral 
defence relationship with Canada, and this decision is another example of our close and 
strong partnership,” Minister Payne said.   “The aircraft will supplement Canada’s existing 
fleet as it develops and implements its plan to replace the Royal Canadian Air Force fighter 
jet fleet. 
 
Transfer of the first two aircraft is expected to occur from the first half of 2019, in line with 
the current plan to transition to the Joint Strike Fighter. 
 
Australia’s first two Joint Strike Fighters are expected to arrive in Australia at the end of 
2018. 
 
  
Defence Exercises  

Operation Christmas Drop 2017 concludes 

Festive cheer has been delivered to West Pacific island communities by the Royal Australian 
Air Force (RAAF) during Operation Christmas Drop. The Operation, based out of Guam 
between 7–15 December 2017, saw 120 bundle loads delivered to 54 drop zones by five 
Hercules transport aircraft from the United States Pacific Air Forces, Japan Air Self-Defense 
Force, and RAAF.  Each load was filled with more than 180 kilograms of items including rice, 
fishing wire and hooks, clothing, children’s books and toys, crayons, and hand-powered 
torches. 
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Conducted by the United States since 1952, Operation Christmas Drop is the world’s longest-
running humanitarian airdrop activity, with Australia and Japan participating in the last three 
years.   RAAF Detachment Commander for Operation Christmas Drop 2017, Squadron Leader 
Scott Harris, said the Australian contingent delivered 34 bundle loads to 15 different islands 
this year. 
 

“We frequently conduct 
humanitarian aid missions in the 
Pacific, so coming together for 
Operation Christmas Drop ensures 
we’re able to work together 
effectively during future 
operations,” Squadron Leader 
Harris said. “The United States, 
Japan and Australia each have 
similar practices when it comes to 
airdrop, but coming together in 
Guam allows us to share tactics, 
techniques and procedures with 
each other. “Operation Christmas 
Drop helps remote communities in 
the Pacific, and allows us to 
maintain the strong bonds with 
Japan and United States.” 

 
Missions during Operation Christmas Drop can take up to nine hours, with deliveries made 
to communities across six million square kilometres of the West Pacific, including the 
Northern Marianas Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, and Republic of Palau. 

 

Defence Industry and Defence Science 

First Defence Cooperative Research Centre Formed 

Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon Christopher Pyne MP, announced on the 18 
December 2017 the formation of the first Defence Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for 
Trusted Autonomous Systems with inaugural participating members BAE Systems Australia, 
RMIT University, DefendTex and the Department of Defence, represented by Defence 
Science and Technology Group.  Minister Pyne said the Defence CRC is being set up under 
the Next Generation Technologies Fund, with $50 million invested over seven years to 
deliver trustworthy smart-machine technologies for new defence capabilities based on 
advanced human-machine teaming concepts. 
 
“The Defence CRC establishment is based on a sound formation plan developed by Chair Mr 
Jim McDowell, in collaboration with a panel of independent experienced experts from 
industry, academia, Defence and the UK Defence Science and Technology Laboratory,” 
Minister Pyne said.   “I thank the panel for their expert advice in shaping the Defence CRC 
which will play a vital role in giving Defence a game-changing capability.”  The expert panel 
included former Australian Chief Scientist Ian Chubb, Professor Hugh Durrant-Whyte, the UK 

Royal Australian Air Force Leading Aircraftman Stephen Manila, 37th 
Squadron Avionics Technician, watches a bundle depart a RAAF C-130J Super 
Hercules and fall toward a Micronesian island during the 66th Operation 
Christmas Drop Dec. 10, 2017. Members of OCD built 120 bundles in order to 
provide essential supplies to people on 56 different Micronesian islands. (U.S. 
Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. David Owsianka) 
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Defence Ministry’s Chief Science Adviser, Air Vice Marshall Neil Hart (Retd), and Mr Paul 
Merrow, former CEO of GD Defence Australia. 
 
“Additional companies and universities will join as participating members and research 
partners as the Defence CRC grows and takes on more projects,” Minister Pyne said.  
“Initially, there will be three Defence CRC research projects led by BAE Systems, Thales 
Australia and Lockheed Martin in the land, maritime and aerospace domains.” 
 
Minister Pyne also announced that as the outcome of a competitive process the 
headquarters of the Defence CRC for Trusted Autonomous Systems will be located in 
Queensland.  “This announcement is great for the state of Queensland, and clearly proves 
that our biggest build-up of defence capability in our country’s history is truly a national 
endeavour”, Minister Pyne said.  “Ongoing discussions are also taking place with Boeing 
Australia and Data61 for their future involvement in the Defence CRC for Trusted 
Autonomous Systems.  “I look forward to the first Defence CRC making a significant impact 
on capability with advances in autonomous systems.”    
 
Chairman of the Defence Cooperative Research Centre, Jim McDowell said this has been a 
good start for the CRC.  “This has been a good start to rapidly form a Defence CRC with a 
totally novel formation process and to do it on schedule. Our focus as we move forward will 
be Industry led projects with real translation opportunities to move technology rapidly from 
universities into industry and ultimately into leading edge capability for the Australian 
Defence Force,” Mr McDowell said. 

Quantum Technologies research 

On 25 January 2018, the Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon Christopher Pyne MP, 
announced a $6 million investment for industry, academia and government research 
agencies to contribute to the development of quantum technologies for Defence.   Minister 
Pyne says quantum technologies have tremendous potential to lead to profound benefits in 
many sectors, including healthcare, communications, and Defence. 
 
“Quantum technologies could bring game changing advantages for Defence, in areas 
including timing, sensing and navigation capabilities, communications and quantum 
computing,” he said.  “This research aims to accelerate the exploitation of quantum 
technologies in a range of applications, such as highly accurate time-keeping and advanced 
Global Positioning System (GPS)-independent navigation.”   GPS-independent navigation is 
one area of interest to Defence. GPS cannot be used underwater or indoors and is 
vulnerable to being blocked either by illegal jamming devices or solar weather activity. 
Industries reliant on GPS could stand to benefit significantly from a more precise and robust 
alternative.  “Supported by the Next Generation Technologies Fund, the goal of Quantum 
Technologies research is to inform Defence of the potential benefits and practical limitations 
of quantum technologies through studies and demonstrator systems within three years.” 
 
“I strongly encourage Australian industries and universities to contribute to this research 
with their innovative technologies and ideas.” Minister Pyne said.  Quantum technology 
proposals are being sought in two categories: 
 

 Smaller proposals which deliver studies to inform Defence on the applications, 
feasibility and practical limitations of quantum technologies; and 
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 Larger proposals which address the development of concepts, algorithms and/or 
technology demonstrators which contribute to the development of Defence relevant 
capabilities. 
 

Quantum Technologies is a key element of the $730 million Next Generation Technologies 
Fund which is designed to provide game changing capabilities for the Australian Defence 
Force of the future.  The call for applications can be found on the Defence Innovation 
website www.business.gov.au/cdic where further information is available. 
 

International  

2018 Department of Defense National Defense Strategy 

USNI News Weekly Update for 01/24/2018 included the following summary of the 2018 
National Defense Strategy that was released on Jan. 19, 2018 by Secretary of Defense James 
Mattis. 

From the Report: 
The Department of Defense’s enduring mission is to provide combat-credible military forces 
needed to deter war and protect the security of our nation. Should deterrence fail, the Joint Force 
is prepared to win. Reinforcing America’s traditional tools of diplomacy, the Department provides 
military options to ensure the President and our diplomats negotiate from a position of strength. 
Today, we are emerging from a period of strategic atrophy, aware that our competitive military 
advantage has been eroding. We are facing increased global disorder, characterized by decline in 
the long-standing rules-based international order—creating a security environment more 
complex and volatile than any we have experienced in recent memory. Inter-state strategic 
competition, not terrorism, is now the primary concern in U.S. national security. 
 
China is a strategic competitor using predatory economics to intimidate its neighbors while 
militarizing features in the South China Sea. Russia has violated the borders of nearby nations 
and pursues veto power over the economic, diplomatic, and security decisions of its neighbors. As 
well, North Korea’s outlaw actions and reckless rhetoric continue despite United Nation’s censure 
and sanctions. Iran continues to sow violence and remains the most significant challenge to 
Middle East stability. Despite the defeat of ISIS’s physical caliphate, threats to stability remain as 
terrorist groups with long reach continue to murder the innocent and threaten peace more 
broadly. 
 
This increasingly complex security environment is defined by rapid technological change, 
challenges from adversaries in every operating domain, and the impact on current readiness 
from the longest continuous stretch of armed conflict in our Nation’s history. In this environment, 
there can be no complacency—we must make difficult choices and prioritize what is most 
important to field a lethal, resilient, and rapidly adapting Joint Force. America’s military has no 
preordained right to victory on the battlefield. 
 
This unclassified synopsis of the classified 2018 National Defense Strategy articulates our 
strategy to compete, deter, and win in this environment. The reemergence of long-term strategic 
competition, rapid dispersion of technologies, and new concepts of warfare and competition that 
span the entire spectrum of conflict require a Joint Force structured to match this reality. 
A more lethal, resilient, and rapidly innovating Joint Force, combined with a robust constellation 
of allies and partners, will sustain American influence and ensure favorable balances of power 

http://www.business.gov.au/cdic
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that safeguard the free and open international order. Collectively, our force posture, alliance and 
partnership architecture, and Department modernization will provide the capabilities and agility 
required to prevail in conflict and preserve peace through strength. 
 
The costs of not implementing this strategy are clear. Failure to meet our defense objectives will 
result in decreasing U.S. global influence, eroding cohesion among allies and partners, and 
reduced access to markets that will contribute to a decline in our prosperity and standard of 
living. Without sustained and predictable investment to restore readiness and modernize our 
military to make it fit for our time, we will rapidly lose our military advantage, resulting in a Joint 
Force that has legacy systems irrelevant to the defense of our people. 
The report can be accessed here 

Panel to Congress: China Accelerating Technology Development in Artificial 
Intelligence, Quantum Computing 

The USNI News Weekly Update for 01/10/2018 included the following report by John Grady:  

Believing that information dominance is key to global power, China has poured billions into 
developing artificial intelligence and quantum computing and exploiting the results to its 
advantage, three experts told a House Armed Services Committee Tuesday. 

“In quantum, China may already be ahead,” William Carter, deputy director of the 
Technology Policy Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, said. 

“We find ourselves in a new era of competition with China” where Beijing is challenging the 
United States economically, militarily and politically. It is positioning itself as an innovator in 
technology, organization and doctrine. 

Beijing is dictating developments from the top down in several areas selected by leadership. 
In the past, most technological advances were viewed as steps forward in only one area. 

The renewed focus is allowing China to forge ahead in the largely unexplored area of 
quantum computing, critical to future cryptography and communications. 

Beijing also is still “looking for gaps in our approach” with the idea to “disrupt and degrade 
our military capabilities.” Carter mentioned their advances in anti-satellite technology, 
electronic warfare and offensive and defensive cyber as examples of this. 

“This whole of society approach,” tying private companies and the government together to 
achieve dominance is not the only way to succeed said Dean Cheng, of the Heritage 
Foundation’s Asia Studies Center. He cited the approach President Dwight Eisenhower 
adopted of letting innovation also rise up from a dynamic private sector that would, “push 
across new technologies driven by the profit motive” for use by the government. 

Members of the Emerging Threats and Capabilities returned often to questions about 
quantum computing during the hearing. 

https://news.usni.org/2018/01/19/2018-department-defense-national-defense-strategy?utm_source=USNI+News&utm_campaign=0994da1320-USNI_NEWS_WEEKLY&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0dd4a1450b-0994da1320-230392589&mc_cid=0994da1320&mc_eid=f2a93546e5
https://www.research.ibm.com/ibm-q/learn/what-is-quantum-computing/
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“Quantum goes beyond cyber” because it can be affecting space capabilities, super-
computing, virtual reality, directed energy, artificial intelligence and genomic understanding 
in human enhancement. That was a theme all agreed on. 

All three also pointed out China is innovator as well as a borrower — legally and illegally — 
and buyer of advanced technologies. 

China’s “government is willing to develop and follow-through on long-term investment 
plans,” something the United States’ government and many American private companies do 
not, Paul Scharre, director of the National Security Program at the Center for New America 
Security said. He specifically mentioned genomics and biotechnology as areas where China is 
making these investments. 

Cheng estimated Beijing plans to spend $150 billion on artificial intelligence research and 
development in the next decade. 

It also means investing in human capital. While the United States government invests little in 
these technologies and private firms view their potential profit-making potential warily so is 
reluctant to spend in this area, “China is very active in this.” This money attracts post-
doctoral researchers in these fields with grants to come to China to work. It is also using its 
universities to attract these young men and women early. 

As Beijing does this, “we do have a lot of barriers” to foreign students coming to the United 
States, remaining to do research in graduate school and pursue that as a career later here, 
Cheng said. 

Carter added there is also a line of thinking inside the Department of Defense that does not 
always adequately assess the vulnerability of advanced technologies in the inventory or 
coming along when it is buying weapons. In part that comes about “because the conflicts we 
are engaged in today, our space-based assets are not threatened.” He suggests Congress 
could lead the way in coming up with directors to have analog fallbacks. 

Later in answer to a question, he said, “machine-learning systems have their own 
vulnerabilities” that need to be addressed from the beginning. “Machine-learning systems” 
are an application of artificial intelligence that can improve their performance based on 
experience. 

Looking at satellite vulnerability, smaller, cheaper, but many times higher numbers for 
communications –4,000 in a constellation — appears to be a good answer. Cheng said China 
is pursuing that avenue for itself with sales to “countries new to satellites,” such as Nigeria, 
Indonesia and Thailand. 

 About John Grady - John Grady, a former managing editor of Navy Times, retired as director 
of communications for the Association of the United States Army. His reporting on national 
defense and national security has appeared on Breaking Defense, GovExec.com, 
NextGov.com, DefenseOne.com, Government Executive and USNI News. 

 The report can be accessed here   

https://news.usni.org/2018/01/09/panel-congress-china-accelerating-technology-development-artificial-intelligence-quantum-computing?utm_source=USNI+News&utm_campaign=3b95b9436a-USNI_NEWS_WEEKLY&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0dd4a1450b-3b95b9436a-230392589&mc
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About the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security 
Studies NSW, Inc 
 
 
Founded as the United Service Institution of New South Wales in 1888, the 
Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies NSW today is 
one of seven self-governing constituent bodies of the Royal United Services Institute for 
Defence and Security Australia Limited. 
 
The aim of the Institute is to promote informed debate on, and to improve public awareness 
and understanding of, defence and national security. To this end, the Institute:  
 
• educates the public about Australia’s defence and national security; 
• publishes a highly-respected professional journal; 
• provides a forum for the discussion of defence and security issue by conducting 

regular lectures, seminars conferences workshops and visits to defence and security 
establishments; 

• provides a professional development programs 
• operates a public library, specialising in defence and security literature dating from 

the late 18th century to the current day; and 
• conducts social and networking functions for members. 
 
The Institute’s rooms and the Ursula Davidson Library are on Level 20, Defence Plaza, 270 
Pitt Street, Sydney – close to Town Hall and Museum railway stations.  Members and visitors 
are encouraged to use the facilities for reading or research.  However, prior to visiting, 
please contact the Office Manager to arrange access to the Office.  For additional 
information, visit our website at www.rusinsw.org.au or call the Office at (02) 9393 2325. 
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